EI Forms
July 2019 Implementation
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ohioearlyintervention.org
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Why are we doing these webinars?

Form Number

Form Name

EI-01

PWN and Consent for Developmental Screening

EI-02

PWN and Consent for Child Evaluation and Assessment

EI-03

PWN and Consent for Family-Directed Assessment

EI-05

Consent to Use Insurance

EI-06

Consent for Release of Records and Exchange of Information

EI-07

Consents for Transition

EI-08

Consent to Refer Child to LEA and SEA

EI-10

PWN of Exiting

EI-11

PWN of Proposed Change to IFSP

EI-12

Documentation of Diagnosed Condition

EI-13

IFSP Meeting Notice

EI-14

Professional Referral Follow-up

EI-15

Determination of Parent Ability to Pay for EI Services

EI-16

Payment for EI Services

EI-17

Extraordinary Medical Expenses Worksheet

EI-18

Family Out-of-Pocket Medical Expenses Tracking Sheet

New Forms
(not
including
EI-04 and
EI-09)
Effective July
1, 2019
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Agenda
Required forms EI-01 through EI-18
except IFSP (EI-04) and PWN of
Determination of Ineligiblity (EI-09)
Form Review
Questions related to each form
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EI-01 Prior Written Notice and
Consent for Developmental
Screening
Rule: 5123-10-01 Procedural Safeguards: (C) Parent
consent and withdrawal of consent; (D) Prior written
notice.
Rule 5123-10-02 Eligibility and Services: (E)
Developmental screening procedures

Only required when a developmental screening is
proposed.
Developmental screenings are only conducted when
there is no suspected delay or disability and the
parent has not requested an evaluation.
Includes both prior written notice and consent.

Optional waiver of timeline
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EI-01 Prior Written Notice and
Consent for Developmental
Screening
Question: Should a PWN/Consent be sent
ahead of time? For example, if I speak to a
parent on 7/1/19 and schedule a welcome
visit on 7/5/19, should I send a
PWN/Consent for Screening on 7/1/19?
Should I wait for the visit? If the form is
sent ahead and a waiver of timeline would
not be necessary, but the parent does not
sign or return until the welcome visit, is the
waiver of timeline now necessary?
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EI-02 Prior Written Notice and
Consent for Developmental
Evaluation and Assessment
Rules: 01 Procedural Safeguards: (C) Parent
consent and withdrawal of consent; (D) Prior
written notice. 02 Eligibility and Services: (F)
Evaluation of a child and assessment of a child and
family

Optional waiver of timeline
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EI-02 Prior Written Notice and
Consent for Developmental
Evaluation and Assessment
Question: Is the waiver of timeline used if
signed within 10 days although the parent gave
permission earlier (e.g. on a phone call)?
Which date is used to determine the 10 days?

Question: If we complete HEA-8018 prior to
7/1/19, but evaluation and/or child assessment
does not happen until after 7/1/19, does EI-02
need to be completed?
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EI-03 Prior Written Notice and
Consent for the Family-Directed
Assessment
Rules: 01 Procedural Safeguards: (C) Parent
consent and withdrawal of consent. 02 Eligibility
and Services: (F) Evaluation of a child and
assessment of a child and family

Optional waiver of timeline
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EI-03 Prior Written Notice and
Consent for the Family-Directed
Assessment
Question: For both EI-02 and EI-03, do we
need to complete these annually?
Question: Does the parent signature on these
forms expire? Is one form enough until the
child turns three?
Question: Do we need to get a new signature
every time we complete an assessment?
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EI-10 Prior Written Notice of
Exiting
Rules: 01 Procedural Safeguards: (D) Prior written
notice. 02 Eligibility and Services: (E)(2)
Developmental screening procedures; (P) (2) and
(3) Exiting and transferring from the early
intervention program

Used when a child is exited except when the
child turns 3 years of age or is deceased
(see (P)(1))
Must be used for any other exit reason, and
corresponds to paragraph (P) of the
eligibility and services rule.
The EISC completes this form BEFORE
providing it to the parent(s)
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EI-10 Prior Written Notice of
Exiting
Question: If the exit cannot occur until at least ten
days prior to the PWN, then it is no longer the date a
child found to be ineligible or screened out or a
parent declines services, correct? (e.g. a child is
screened out 7/1/19. Exit date becomes 7/11/19. A
child is found ineligible or not in need of services on
7/1/19. Exit date is 7/11/19. A parent states they no
longer want services on 7/1/19. Exit date is
7/11/19.)
Question: Is this ten days from the date above, or
from when the PWN is sent? For example, I am at a
periodic review on 7/1/19, and the parent states they
no longer want services. This is unanticipated. I
cannot send the PWN of exit until 7/3/19 due to
scheduling and appointments. Is the exit date
7/13/19 because it is ten days from when the PWN
of Exit was sent?
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EI-10 Prior Written Notice of Exiting
Question: Which box is selected if the child is
exiting due to moving to another county in Ohio
and needs to be transferred? Clearly there is no
option to waive 10 days’ notice for this, so is it
correct to assume we will let the parent know the
transfer will occur after 10 days?
Question: Does the box “your child does not meet
the eligibility requirements for EI services” apply
for re-determination of eligibility as well?
Question: There is no box for the team determining
the child does not have a need for service. Is this
because the mandate to determine “need for
service” has gone away?

Question: Confirming that EI-09 and EI-10 can
14 be
sent together.

EI-11 Prior Written Notice of
Proposed Change to Services
Rules: 01 Procedural Safeguards: (D) Prior written
notice (prior written notice). 02 Eligibility and
Services: (K)(9) Content of an individualized family
service plan; (M) Interim individualized family
service plan

Often completed by EI provider other than
the EISC
Must be completed when a service is
INITIATED or CHANGED
Must be provided 10 days before services
are changed
Optional Waiver of timeline
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EI-11 Prior Written Notice of
Proposed Change to Services
Question: Will EI-11 Prior Written Notice need to
be given as part of all IFSP’s Initial, Review, and Annual? What if services and
outcome doesn't change during a review? Is it still
required then? What if services don't change but
the outcome does?

Question: Can any team member fill this out?
Question: Are we required to wait ten days for
new/change to services? Is there any way to offer
services sooner (higher/lower frequency of
visits/adding SLP and the provider has the
availability to go out on the next visit)? If there is a
way we can offer the change in service sooner than
10 days, please provide an example.
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EI-11 Prior Written Notice of
Proposed Change to Services
Question: Can we see an example of how we should
fill this out?
Question: Please clarify when we need to use this
form.
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EI-06 Consent for Release of
Records and Consent for Release
and/or Exchange of Information
(Page 1)
Rules: 01 Procedural Safeguards: (C) Parent's
consent and withdrawal of consent; (F)
Confidentiality of personally identifiable
information in early intervention records. 02
Eligibility and Services: (K) (10) Content of an
individualized family service plan

Form has two pages
The first page is solely for release of
records
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EI-06 Consent for Release of
Records and Consent for Release
and/or Exchange of Information
(Page 2)
The second page is for exchange of
information.
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EI-06 Consent for Release of
Records and Consent for Release
and/or Exchange of Information
Question: Please explain the difference between pages
one and two. Must both be filled out? Typically, how
many ROIs might a child have? Is one ROI with
multiple agencies/people sufficient if parent is in
agreement?
Question: The box on the top right corner, “Service
Coordinator Use only;” when is this box completed?
What is the purpose?
Question: On page 2 in the first box regarding consent
for release/exchange of information orally, in writing
or electronically, what are some examples of what
would be filled in to answer the question of “the
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following information?”

EI-06 Consent for Release of
Records and Consent for Release
and/or Exchange of Information
Question: Please define “case notes” and
“assessments” (is an ASQ for example considered an
assessment or screening?)
Question: If we are only using one page (just wanting
to send another provider an email update, but not the
IFSP or any assessments), do we cross out the boxes
on the first page or write N/A?
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EI-07 Consents for Transition
Rules: 01 Procedural Safeguards: (C) Parent's
consent and withdrawal of consent; (F)
Confidentiality of personally identifiable
information in early intervention records. 02
Eligibility and Services: (L)(1) (a, b, and c) and (2)
(b and c) Transition to preschool and other
programs

The school district and ODE notification
consent (top section), must be completed
“at the IFSP meeting closest to the child’s
second birthday or whenever a child is
determined eligible at or after 24 months of
age”
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EI-07 Consents for Transition
Question: If a parent checks they do not
give consent for a TPC, then the child has
no transition planning? Previously, all
children were required to have a TPC
whether the school district was invited or
not.
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EI-08 Consent to Refer Child to
LEA
Rules: 01 Procedural Safeguards: (C) Parent's
consent and withdrawal of consent. 02 Eligibility
and Services: (L)(1) (d) Transition to preschool and
other programs

Use to obtain parent consent to share child
and parent information with the LEA and
ODE when the referral comes into the EI
system 45 or fewer days before the child’s
third birthday and the parent wants EI to
make the referral to the LEA and ODE.
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EI-14 Professional Referral
Follow-up
Rules: 02 Eligibility and Services: (N) (13) Service
coordination

Consent is required for the EI service
coordination agency to provide information
about the child’s status in the EI system to
the referral source
At the top of the form, EISC records the
date the local EI service coordinator agency
received the referral from Central Intake
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EI-14 Professional Referral
Follow-up

Question: If the professional referring the
child to EI is within the EI system, do we
still need specific consent to send the
referral follow-up?
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EI-15: Determination of Parent
Ability to Pay for EI Services
Rules: 02 Eligibility and services: (K) (5)(c)
Content of an individualized family service plan. 03:
System of payments: (C) (2) (d) Provision of and
payment for early intervention services; (D)
Determination of a parent's ability to pay for early
intervention services

Completed with the parents of all eligible
children
Parent ability to pay applicable only
after 55 units of EI have been used (via
the IFSP) in an IFSP year
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EI-05 Consent to Use
Insurance for EI Services
Rules: Rules: 01 Procedural Safeguards: (C)
Parent's consent and withdrawal of consent. 02
Eligibility and Services: (K) (5)(c) Content of an
individualized family service plan. 03: System of
payments (C) (2) Provision of and payment for early
intervention services; (F)(1 and 2) Using the private
insurance of a child or parent to pay for early
intervention services; (G) (3) Using the public
insurance of a child or parent to pay for early
intervention services
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EI-05 Consent to Use
Insurance for EI Services
Question: There are two sections. It is
assumed a “yes/no/child does not have
insurance” would be checked for both sections.
Is it necessary for the parent to sign on both
sections or can the parent not sign on the
section if the box “my child does not have
public/private insurance” is checked?
Question: We will always have questions about
our church fund families – do we just mark we
do not have private insurance and we do not
have Medicaid and have families sign both
places?

Question: Will there always be two parent
signatures on this form? One on each page?
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EI-12: Documentation of
Diagnosed Condition
Rules: 02 Eligibility and Services: (C)(1) (b)
Eligibility for early intervention services; (O)
Maintaining early intervention records
Used by medical professional to document
diagnosed conditions not on the automatic
eligibility list, when they believe the condition is
likely to result in a developmental delay
See Appendix C of rule 5123-10-02
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EI-13: IFSP Meeting Notice
Rules: 02 Eligibility and Services: (J) (5)
Individualized family service plan meetings; (M)
Interim individualized family service plan

Four Sections
1.

Personally Identifiable Information

2. Meeting Type, Date, Time and Location
3. Names/Relationships of Others Invited
4. ESIC Name and Contact Information
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EI-13: IFSP Meeting Notice

Question: Can you clarify how this
works with transition?
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General Forms Question

Question: Can the forms be made
available in Word documents? If
not, can all forms be combined into
one large PDF so all forms can be
saved at one time rather than
needing to download and save each
form separately?
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PWN and
Consent
Crosswalk
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PWN and
Consent
Crosswalk
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PWN and
Consent
Crosswalk
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Forms Training
MyLearning
(dodd.ohio.gov)
Early Intervention
Early Intervention New
Forms Overview
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Thank you!
These forms, as well as
the referenced rules, are
available on the Ohio
Early Intervention
website:
ohioearlyintervention.org

Next up:
System of Payments
(5123-10-02-03)
SOP Part 1, Jun 11
SOP Part 2, Jun 13
8:30-10 a.m.
Registration:
ohioearlyintervention.org
Providers-EI Rules 2019
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